How to Order
Non Plug In Circuit Bar for 36 Series

EBM 36A - XXXXX - XX - 9

Valves, Cover Plates assembled to bar
No. of Stations

Spacing
Configuration
Style

00 16.5mm

Low Profile Bar
A Side Cyl. Port
B Bottom Cyl. Port

Mid Profile
C* Bottom Cyl. Port w/ Reg.

*Regulator Must Be Ordered Separately
See Regulator “How To Order”.

Cylinder Port Size and Thread Type

A 1/8" NPTF
B 1/8" BSPPL
C 1/8" BSPT
D 5/32 Pressed in Tube Receptacle w/NPTF Thru Ports
E 5/32 Pressed in Tube Receptacle w/BSPPL Thru Ports
F 5/32 Pressed in Tube Receptacle w/BSPT Thru Ports

Blank Plate Kits
M-36002 Valve Cover Plate
N-46004 Regulator Cover Plate
## How to Order

**Plug In Circuit Bar for 36 Series**

**ECD 36A - XX X X X - XX XX - 9**

- **Spacing:** 00 16.5mm
- **Configuration:**
  - **Low Profile Bar**
    - A Side Cyl. Port
    - B Bottom Cyl. Port
  - **Mid Profile**
    - C* Bottom Cyl. Port w/ Reg.

*Regulator Must Be Ordered Separately
See Regulator “How To Order”.

- **Style:** A Standard
- **Cylinder Port Size:**
  - A 1/8” NPTF
  - B 1/8” BSPPL
  - C 1/8” BSPTR
  - D 5/32 Pressed in Tube Receptacle w/NPTF Thru Ports
  - E 5/32 Pressed in Tube Receptacle w/BSPPL Thru Ports
  - F 5/32 Pressed in Tube Receptacle w/BSPTR Thru Ports

- **Electrical:** A0 Standard (No Light)

**Blank Plate Kits**
- M-36002 Valve Cover Plate
- N-46004 Regulator Cover Plate
How to Order
36 / 46 Series Regulator

PR46A - XXXXX - X

Style

Type Adjustment

Gages

Pressure Range

Assembled

0 Regulator Only
A Slotted Stem
B Adjusting Knob
C Slotted Stem w/ Locknut

A Gage Port Plugged

A 0 to 120 PSI
B 0 to 80 PSI
C 0 to 30 PSI

9 Regulator Block is assembled to valve
36 SERIES NON PLUG-IN EBM
BAR LOW PROFILE

NOTE: DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES ON DIMENSIONS ± 0.2
36 SERIES PLUG-IN ECD
BAR LOW PROFILE

All dimensions shown in millimeters.
Tolerances on dimensions ± 0.2
36 SERIES PLUG-IN ECD
BAR MID PROFILE

NOTE:
- ALL DIMENSIONS SHOWN
- ALL IN MILLIMETERS
- TOLERANCES ON DIMENSIONS ± 0.2